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Abstract: We examine evidence for the structuring of fish communities from stream and lake systems and the roles of biotic, abiotic, and spatial factors in determining the species composition. Piscivory by fish is a dominant factor in both stream and lake systems whereas evidence for the importance of competition appears less convincing. Within small streams or lakes, the impact of predation may exclude other species, thereby leading to mutually exclusive distributions and strong differences in community composition. Within a geographic region, abiotic effects frequently dictate the relative importance of piscivory, thereby indirectly influencing the composition of prey species present. The spatial scale of studies influences our perceived importance of biotic versus abiotic factors, with small-scale studies indicating a greater importance of competition and large-scale studies emphasizing abiotic controls. The scale of the individual sites considered is critical because smaller systems have higher variability and wider extremes of conditions than larger lakes and rivers. The stability of physical systems and degree of spatial connectivity contribute to increased diversity in both larger stream and larger lake systems. We identify challenges and needs that must be addressed both to advance the field of fish community ecology and to face the problems associated with human-induced changes.

Introduction

Ecological communities and the study of their structuring factors have a long, rich history. Studies focused on terrestrial systems stimulated some of the initial and heated debates about whether or not communities contain discrete and nonrandom assemblages (e.g., Connor and Simberloff 1979) and whether species, and therefore communities, are regulated by biotic or abiotic factors (e.g., Andewartha and Birch 1954). In many of these cases, aquatic community ecologists have joined into these debates subsequently, yet have not initiated the research and theory. However, other topics have demonstrated the leadership of aquatic ecologists. For example, in general, aquatic ecologists have accepted the view of ecosystem-level factors in determining species composition for a longer period of time. Because shoreline boundaries of lakes and rivers were perceived as limiting the potential for movements and dispersal by aquatic organisms, early ecologists focused on the factors operating within each individual system in a more holistic...
manner than terrestrial ecologists, who placed more emphasis on dispersal and colonization to influence species abundance and composition. During the last two decades, we have seen a convergence of these ideas, with terrestrial ecologists placing greater emphasis on ecosystem-level processes than in the past and aquatic ecologists viewing these boundaries as being less discrete. Studies of movements of aquatic organisms (fish, zooplankton, mollusks), whether accidental introductions of exotics, the stocking of fish to new locations, or the natural movements of such species between systems, have shown that the scale at which much of our research has been conducted may need to be expanded. A great deal of the aquatic research has focused on freshwater fish communities, our topic as well, undoubtedly due to their economical and societal importance.

Our first goal in this paper is to provide a snapshot of important findings and generalizations regarding the role of biotic and abiotic factors in regulating fish communities of stream and lake systems. We summarize the field’s progress and our current understanding, ideas, and research approaches. We limit ourselves to particular sets of factors that have been identified as important in multiple studies or that we view as particularly promising. Space limitations require us to focus on major sets of factors and omit others that we consider to be less important across studies, although they may be important in specific cases. We attempt to remedy this limitation by directing the reader to associated studies that provide more detail on these topics (e.g., Matthews 1998). However, prior to this summary, we must address the ways of classifying fish communities and whether communities represent anything other than random sets of species sampled at particular locations and times. If they do not, then further analysis may be a fruitless exercise. Our second goal is to examine how spatial arrangements of systems affect fish community composition and how the perceived importance of various biotic and abiotic conditions depends on the spatial scale considered. Finally, we single out what we believe are promising avenues of research or needs for research that can provide major advances in our field. In contrast with most other studies which focus on either lake or stream communities, we seek to identify similarities or differences between the two types of systems, as these should aid in stimulating additional research avenues.

**Fish communities: do they really exist, and if so, how do we classify them?**

Fish communities are described or classified in various ways reflecting the goals of the study, attributes to be emphasized, and the degree of quantitative analysis employed. In some cases, communities or species assemblages have been named on the basis of ecological and numerical dominance of a particular species or group of species that are of economic value (e.g., Ryder and Kerr 1978). This approach is particularly convenient for resource managers, as the identified species are generally those of management interest. Lake fish assemblages have been designated using this approach or in a more quantitative manner (e.g., Johnson et al. 1977). Similar approaches exist within stream fish community analysis (e.g., Echelle et al. 1972).

Another approach to community analysis has been to classify species into guilds, i.e., species sharing attributes, generally based on feeding or reproduction. This approach is convenient and useful due to its functional nature, as it focuses on specific ecological attributes of the species. Feeding or trophic guilds classify species based on their diet or manner of feeding (e.g., Keenleyside 1979). For species with restricted and consistent diets, this works well. However, many fishes vary their diets as a consequence of ontogeny or opportunity, and a feeding-guild classification needs to be flexible to accommodate the fact that a species may switch between guilds as it grows from a fry to an adult. Individual species may need to be classified into several guilds, thereby complicating the desired use of a simple guild-based approach. However, the explicit recognition of ecological attributes and level of data reduction provided by the guild approach has some appeal.

An additional approach to community classification is through the use of multivariate statistical methods. Although the use of multivariate methods to summarize community patterns began in the early 1900s, their application to fish community analysis is more recent. Some of the first applications to fishes were those by Smith and Powell (1971) and Harvey (1975). Researchers were motivated by the idea that multivariate approaches provided an objective approach in identifying patterns in species assemblages and their relationships with environmental conditions. Since the initial use of multivariate approaches with fish communities, we have advanced in developing and applying methods to predict the assemblages (e.g., Magnuson et al. 1998), to test the association between communities and environmental conditions in lakes (e.g., Jackson and Harvey 1993) and rivers (e.g., Taylor et al. 1993), to measure and remove the role of spatial autocorrelation (e.g., Mandrak 1995), and to assess the importance of isolation (e.g., Olden et al. 2001).

When studying fish communities, researchers make the implicit assumption that the associations of species arise from either biotic or abiotic factors or some combination of the two. However, if the communities are indeed random (i.e., local fauna are composed of random sets of species from the regional pool), then there is little point in studying them in detail because derived patterns may be meaningless. So what evidence exists supporting the hypothesis that fish communities are actually nonrandom in their structure (see Evans et al. 1987) for additional discussion? One would like to assume that relationships from analyses of communities or community–environment relationships indicate that communities are nonrandom, but this is not necessarily the case because such “interpretable patterns” can be derived from random data too (Jackson 1997). Consequently, we need to consider evidence from studies that specifically test whether or not communities show nonrandom patterns in time and (or) space. The assessment of whether stream fish communities are random or structured (alternatively, stochastic or deterministic) was the focus of a series of papers in the 1980s (Grossman et al. 1982; Yant et al. 1984). This exchange of papers suggested that numerically dominant species often showed consistent patterns over time but that rare species varied greatly, and patterns of rank abundance were also complicated due to seasonal species movements. These findings provided evidence that the timing and extent of sampling may be important factors affecting our perception of stream fish community structure. The spatial and
temporal scales involved may be important given that variability in species composition and environmental conditions may have different scales (Ross et al. 1985). Finally, the resolution or scale of the data used in such analyses may also influence our conclusions. Rahel (1990) showed that differences in our interpretation may occur depending on whether species relative abundance, rank abundance, or presence–absence data (a quantitative scale issue) are used as the measure of community composition.

Jackson et al. (1992), in a comparison of null models, showed that the fish communities in lakes from each of five different regions were all structured nonrandomly in space. Several studies have recently examined the question of whether fish communities demonstrate concordance with other ecological communities. If two or more communities based on different taxonomic groups show concordant patterns across a range of sites, one can be more confident that the patterns are nonrandom. Example studies have used fish and benthic invertebrate communities from lakes (Jackson and Harvey 1993) and streams (Kilgour and Barton 1999) to show the concordance in these communities across the various locations. These findings support the idea that various fish communities show nonrandom patterns in composition over time and (or) space. We do not know whether this is a general finding for lakes and streams due to the limited number of published studies; however, the studies available do suggest that fish communities are highly structured. In addition, the fact that many studies show similar relationships between particular assemblages and their surrounding environment (e.g., stream flow, lake winter oxygen) provides additional evidence for nonrandom structuring of fish communities.

The interaction between issues of scale and the roles of biotic and abiotic factors in structuring fish communities is recognized. Smith and Powell (1971) proposed that the local fish community is the result of a series of selective pressures ranging from geographical effects (e.g., vicariant events) to physiological effects. They proposed a series of screens or filters removing species from the global fauna until only the species found at a particular site remained (Fig. 1). They favored an autocological structuring of the local community that was consistent with the importance that they attributed to abiotic conditions. Jackson and Harvey (1989) and Tonn (1990) proposed similar views regarding this hierarchical nature of factors and scale but placed increased emphasis on the role of biotic interactions, specifically predation, in addition to abiotic factors. We stress that although we structure our paper into sections examining each of these components, there are strong interactions among these three components, and recognition of these interactions is critical in examining virtually any freshwater fish community.

**Biotic factors structuring fish communities**

**Predation**

Predation has been shown to have very strong effects on fish communities via direct and indirect mechanisms. Various studies of lake communities have shown the strong and rapid effects imposed by predators, with much of the evidence coming from studies related to species introductions (e.g., Li and Moyle 1981). While the changes in a few lakes have been followed over time, e.g., the Nile perch (*Lates niloticus*) impact on the Lake Victoria cichlid fauna, other evidence demonstrates the impact of predatory species on communities. Studies by Jackson et al. (1992), Chapleau et al. (1997), and others have shown that many species of small-bodied fishes do not coexist in small temperate lakes where piscivorous species, such as northern pike (*Esox lucius*) or bass (smallmouth (*Micropterus dolomieu*), largemouth (*Micropterus salmoides*), are present. Cyprinid assemblages show strong negative associations with these predators, and one generally finds either predatory species or the prey assemblage in these small lakes but not both groups. Habitat complexity has been shown to strongly influence the viability of prey populations under predation risk (e.g., Everett and Ruiz 1993), whereas other studies have shown that some species remain vulnerable regardless of the habitat available in small lakes (e.g., MacRae and Jackson 2001). Without these refugia, the prey species may become extinct locally. However, as the size of the lake considered exceeds 150–200 ha in surface area, there is a general trend for both groups to coexist in lakes (D.A. Jackson, unpublished data), likely due to increased habitat heterogeneity and inherent spatial components in the population dynamics of the various species that are not found in the smaller lakes.

Stream-based studies have shown strong predation effects (see Gilliam and Fraser 2001 and references therein). Power et al. (1985) and numerous other studies have shown that predators can affect the choice of habitat by prey species within streams. This may lead to different assemblages be-
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ing present in particular pools or riffles because prey species move to sites providing less risk of predation (e.g., Gilliam and Fraser 2001). Prey species may move to areas where predators have difficulty in accessing them (e.g., Schlosser and Angermeier 1990), and these may be habitats different from those selected when predators are not present (e.g., piranha’s (*Pygocentrus notatus*) effect on other species; Winemiller 1989). Gorman (1988) suggested that some of the structure attributed to stream fish assemblages is due to prey species’ common avoidance of predators, i.e., species collectively congregating in habitats affording greater protection from predation.

While direct predation effects are often expressed strongly and quickly by the elimination of one or more prey species in the lake or stream system, there are additional, but less obvious, indirect effects by which predators may structure fish communities. When prey species alter their choice of habitat and foraging to reduce predation risk, they may experience corresponding changes in life history and fitness reduction. Slower growth generally means that the individual and species remain vulnerable to predation for a longer time. Fecundity may be reduced if individuals mature at a smaller size, and individuals in poorer condition may experience increased mortality during environmentally stressful periods. For example, Shuter et al. (1980) showed size-selective mortality in the overwinter survival of smallmouth bass. Therefore, predator avoidance may contribute to reduced growth that may be sufficient to prevent successful survival through the winter, thereby preventing the successful long-term survival of the species within such systems. Although the direct effect of smallmouth bass on cyprinids has been discussed, predation can lead to indirect biotic effects through competition. Vander Zanden et al. (1999) showed changes in the diet of lake trout (*Salvelinus namaycush*) as a consequence of bass being introduced into lakes. The bass reduced the availability of the littoral forage base, leading to a reduction in the quality of the trout diets, potentially with life history consequences. Differences in the efficiencies of predators can contribute to changes in the communities (Matthews et al. 1994), particularly when more effective predators are introduced into either lake or stream systems. An example is where a particular assemblage of cyprinids may coexist with salmonid predators, but the diversity of cyprinids is reduced following the introduction of bass into the lakes (MacRae and Jackson 2001). The difference in the cyprinid assemblage response is because the salmonid species are less effective littoral predators than the bass in these lakes.

Predation effects can arise through reduced or enhanced changes in the rates of movements of species between habitat patches. Emigration will hasten the reduction of the population size of prey species by adding to the losses due to direct predation on individuals. Enhanced emigration due to the presence of predators has been shown in lakes (He and Kitchell 1990). However, this is not always the case, as other studies have shown both increased and decreased rates of movements (e.g., Gilliam and Fraser 2001 and studies cited therein). Changes in rates of movement can alter the meta-population dynamics of fish communities within watersheds encompassing various tributaries or sets of lakes, with the consequences dependent on the spatial arrangements of the water bodies and their connectivity (discussed below).

Experimental studies confirm that the impact by predators is swift and considerable (He and Kitchell 1990). Prey species move into shallow waters, frequent complex habitats, or leave the site to avoid predators (He and Kitchell 1990). Size-selective predation (Wahl and Stein 1989) has been shown to have a strong influence on which individuals and species survive, thereby leading to potentially different communities depending on the presence of particular predators, i.e., those selecting only small-bodied prey species versus those feeding on all species. An important feature identified by Matthews (1998) is that despite the large number of potential predator–prey combinations (e.g., about 900 species of fish in North America), most studies have been limited to examining only a few predators (e.g., largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, creek chub (*Semotilus atromaculatus*)) and prey (e.g., small creek chub, fathead minnow (*Pimephales promelas*), northern redbellied dace (*Phoxinus eos*)). Consequently, the current ideas and theories related to fish predator–prey relationships are based on a limited range of potential species combinations, and comparisons incorporating other groups of species will be helpful.

**Competition**

Although there is no consensus regarding the role of interspecific competition in structuring stream and lake fish communities, the ample literature associated with resource partitioning among fishes suggests that competition may play an important role in the local organization of communities (see Ross 1986). Most studies are based on field observations, and many suggest that niche segregation rather than competitive exclusion is the predominant outcome resulting from competitive interactions. Although there are few studies that compare the importance of different resource axes in separating species, habitat segregation appears to be the most prevalent resource-partitioning mechanism identified for lake and stream fishes (Grossman et al. 1998). However, most observational studies do not test directly whether competition is the most plausible mechanism responsible for the patterns observed or whether other uncontrolled factors could give rise to similar results. For example, allopatric speciation with posterior contact (Wiley and Mayden 1985) can generate patterns equivalent to the competition hypothesis because of differential adaptation to distant habitats.

In lake systems, the strongest evidence for competition comes from a combination of observational and experimental studies conducted on centrarchid assemblages that demonstrated that competition caused shifts in habitat use, thereby facilitating exploitation of different food sources (Werner 1984). In a review of the literature involving numerous assemblages, Robinson and Wilson (1994) found that habitat diversification appears to be the mechanism allowing coexistence of lake fishes. In addition, they showed that evolutionary responses to competition, such as character displacement promoting morphological differences, especially between benthic and pelagic forms, are much more common than previously considered. Recognizing that habitat is an important component of the niche for a variety of lake species highlights an important evolutionary consideration. Given that similar habitats occur in lakes in very different parts of the world, it is not surprising that comparable habitat segregation occurs in many areas. Although the species composi-
Abiotic factors structuring fish communities

Biotic factors, whether predation or competition, show comparable effects on the fish communities in both lake and stream/river systems. However, the abiotic influences in lakes and streams are quite different in their relative importance in determining the fish community composition. Many of the factors in lakes show variation principally in a vertical orientation whereas stream systems exhibit them in longitudinal arrangements, often semireplicated within pool–riffle pairings along the length of each stream. In general, the abiotic components of both systems can be divided into physical and chemical factors.

Physical

Climatic conditions control the potential range that any given species can occupy. Whether or not species occupy the various sites within this potential range is due to a combination of historic/biogeographic conditions defining the regional species pools (e.g., previous opportunities to colonize the area or in situ speciation) and contemporary factors at a smaller scale (e.g., predation, environmental gradients). This nesting of selective pressures yields the realized set of species at a site, i.e., the community, relative to the regional pool of species defined by the climatic and historical conditions. Smith and Powell (1971) first formalized this relationship such that the local fish community was the product of selection on the global fish fauna by various environmental, biogeographical, and evolutionary factors that were portrayed graphically as a series of screens or filters (Fig. 1). Tonn (1990) presented a similar framework of nested filters removing components of the fauna resulting in the realized local fish community.

Climatic factors can be divided into those related to temperature and those related to precipitation. Temperature has been long recognized to limit the range of species both in a broad geographic scale (e.g., Shutler et al. 1980) and at finer scales within particular lakes or streams (e.g., Grossman and Freeman 1987). High temperatures may produce high physiological demands and stress while also reducing the oxygen
satisfaction levels of water. So the combination of increased metabolic demand and decreased oxygen availability can prove limiting or lethal. Aquatic systems may have thermal refugia if they stratify and the hypolimnion remains sufficiently oxygenated (see below). Stream systems often have comparable refugia where deeper pools having groundwater inflows provide refuge from the daily heating during summer periods (e.g., Matthews and Berg 1997).

Low temperatures may limit the distribution of species and affect community composition (Magnuson et al. 1979). Shutter et al. (1980) showed that average July temperatures below 15°C prevented young-of-the-year smallmouth bass from growing to a sufficient size to overwinter successfully, therefore precluding long-term viability of the population. We discussed earlier the impact that this predator has on other species of fish. Therefore, in areas near the northern limits of the range of smallmouth bass, temperature plays a major role in determining the composition of these communities. Winter temperature is important in affecting the mixing regime of lakes and the duration of ice cover for temperate or boreal/rocky lakes. In turn, the mixing regime affects the availability of oxygen in deeper waters of dimictic lakes and the availability of oxygen in monomictic systems, particularly those in warmer climates. Within stream systems, low temperatures can have direct impacts by determining the duration, form, and depth of ice formation. Ice may provide a surface cover, thereby limiting oxygen exchange, or ice may thicken, potentially freezing to the bottom, thereby killing fish directly. Spring thaws can provide severe ice scouring, effectively removing the fish and much of the habitat from the streams (Scrimgeour et al. 1994). Such effects tend to be greater in headwaters of alpine systems or temperate/boreal streams than in the lower reaches. The ability to survive during freezing or scouring conditions differs among species due to behavioral, physiological, and morphological adaptations. Therefore, community composition differs in systems experiencing different levels of the stresses. However, limited research has been directed at studying fish communities during winter months in cold regions. The difficulty in working in adverse conditions has limited our knowledge, and additional work is required given that these periods may represent a substantial proportion of each year and may be the critical periods of the year for some communities.

Lake or stream morphology affects the consequences of local temperature conditions and other abiotic factors (e.g., oxygen). The surface area of lakes is strongly related to species diversity in lakes (e.g., Barbour and Brown 1974). Increased fetch contributes to increased wave action that may lead to the formation and maintenance of coarse, rocky littoral habitats that may not exist in smaller lakes. These habitats may enhance community diversity because these new spawning, nursery, or feeding habitats may not be present in smaller lakes. Area and fetch of lakes influence the temperature of the surface waters, the depth to which mixing occurs, and the associated hypolimnetic volume. The morphology of lakes also influences the proportion of the euphotic or productive zone relative to the hypolimnion. Lakes having proportionately smaller hypolimnetic volumes are more prone to experiencing temperature and oxygen stress, thereby potentially limiting the viability of cold-water species during summer. For a given level of production and respiration, a shallow lake will experience a proportionately greater depletion of oxygen during the winter. Given the taxonomic variation in sensitivity to oxygen stress (see below), morphometric differences among lakes can lead to very different fish communities.

Stream morphology affects flow dynamics, both temporally and spatially. Geomorphology, soil development, and vegetative cover all affect the rates at which precipitation or snowmelt reaches the principal channel. The result is that systems behave very differently depending on the relative contributions of groundwater versus surface flow in combination with the precipitation regime. The degree of variability associated with velocity selects for species capable of surviving within these flow regimes (see Statzner et al. 1988) or those able to recolonize quickly. Some studies show minimal effects on the adults in fish communities even after major floods (e.g., Matthews et al. 1994). The morphology of the streams varies such that some streams have well-developed pool–riffle patterns due to the underlying geology whereas other systems may have geologies that do not readily develop such patterns (e.g., recently glaciated Precambrian bedrock in north-temperate regions or alpine systems). Morphological features, such as depth, are often strongly related to community composition. Depth of streams is negatively correlated with the probability of winter freezing and oxygen depletion and with high water temperatures during summer periods (Schlosser 1987). Shallow streams are more variable with greater extremes in the range of conditions experienced by the associated communities in much the same way that shallow lakes experience greater extremes annually.

Structural complexity of the environment interacts with other characteristics of the abiotic and biotic environment and contributes to the community diversity. Substrate surface irregularities, such as rocks or woody material (i.e., nercmass), alter the stream flow and deepen some regions through hydraulic scouring (Shetter et al. 1946) with fish being attracted to the area because it is energetically less demanding than maintaining a position in the open water. Areas in both streams and lakes with more complex habitat characteristics have been identified as providing both enhanced foraging and enhanced refuge from predation, thereby contributing to increased diversity (Flebbe and Dolloff 1995). In a similar way that hard surfaces enhance diversity, different assemblages may be found depending on the level of macrophyte cover provided, although this is not strictly an abiotic factor.

Chemical

The principal chemical factors affecting community composition identified repeatedly in studies of lake and stream fish communities are dissolved oxygen levels (e.g., Zalewski and Naiman 1984) and the acidity of the system (e.g., Harvey 1975). We indicated the importance of oxygen and its relationship with water temperature (e.g., the capacity of water to hold oxygen decreases as temperature increases while metabolic demand typically increases). In deeper temperate lakes, the fish assemblages become spatially segregated during summer, since species requiring colder, oxygen-rich waters are restricted to deeper waters whereas many of the small-bodied species (e.g., cyprinids) occupy shallow, littoral areas. This reduces some predatory and competitive interac-
Invited perspectives and article

The aspects of scale and space are somewhat interrelated given that large-scale studies involve greater spatial areas than small-scale studies or, alternatively, incorporate greater periods of time. Although we consider scale separately from the biotic and abiotic components, such distinctions are rather artificial, since these three sets of factors are generally interrelated and their interactions confound attempts to separate out specific main effects. The perceived importance of various abiotic or biotic factors is generally dependent on the scale at which the study is carried out. Moreover, biotic interactions and population dynamics are clearly related to variation in abiotic components (Power et al. 1988).

Within terrestrial and aquatic systems, one finds that habitat and environmental heterogeneity increases with the spatial or temporal scale (Zalewski and Naiman 1984). Studies examining the relationship between habitat and fishes tend to focus at one of two scales (Hinch 1991). Lake studies either compare in detail the fish assemblages and habitat use at different sites within a lake, often through time, or operate at a larger scale, examining the compositional patterns among lakes using each lake as an observational unit (e.g., Johnson et al. 1977) with less accurate or precise estimates of the abundance of species. Many of the studies at the large scale simply use species presence–absence as the level of data resolution due to the difficulties in obtaining reliable estimates of relative or rank abundance (see Jackson and Harvey 1997). Similarly for stream studies, researchers focus on obtaining detailed data at very small spatial scales or less detailed data for larger comparative studies (Lamouroux et al. 1999). In the case of small-scale studies in lakes or streams, researchers often study aspects related to fine-scale habitat use or habitat partitioning and address questions related to direct interactions between species (e.g., competition). The detailed information required at such fine scales prevents comparable studies from being conducted at larger spatial scales (Hinch 1991), at least without considerable cost. Large-scale studies often focus on the degree to which major environmental conditions (e.g., pH, maximum or minimum temperature, oxygen conditions) are related to community composition and typically find stronger relationships between these patterns than do fine-scale studies. One factor contributing to this scale-related difference in the importance of abiotic factors is the degree of variation found in the sites sampled. Small-scale studies are usually more limited in the range of these environmental variables (e.g., range of A to B in Fig. 2) whereas the range in the variation is emphasized in the large-scale comparisons. This difference in the range of variation associated with variables makes it difficult to detect significant effects of these environmental conditions. In contrast, the large-scale studies may lack the data resolution to...
Fig. 2. Importance of the range considered for any environmental variable in whether it shows a strong relationship to a community attribute. We see a strong relationship between the variables if the entire range of the environmental variable is included. However, if we restrict the range of this variable (e.g., A to B), we lose the ability to detect the significant association. This effect occurs when we choose studies encompassing a large scale with many locations versus the small spatial scale, but intensively studied sites common in studies of biotic interactions. The large-scale studies typically find significant associations with the abiotic factors whereas the small-scale studies do not find the same relationships.

Some important generalizations have arisen about the role of abiotic factors in structuring stream fish communities along longitudinal stream gradients. The main patterns of longitudinal succession of fishes in streams are the addition and substitution of species along gradients (Gilliam et al. 1993). Additions of species are usually related to environmental gradients having relatively smooth transitions of abiotic factors along longitudinal stream profiles (Vannote et al. 1980) and will contribute to more nested patterns of community composition (i.e., sites having fewer species are simply subsets of more speciose sites; e.g., Taylor 1997) whereas species substitutions correspond to abrupt discontinuities in stream geomorphology or abiotic conditions (e.g., temperature), promoting isolation of the site and species (Balon and Stewart 1983). The continual addition of species from small headwater streams to larger rivers is a consistent pattern in most temperate and tropical stream fish communities (Matthews 1986). This pattern is attributed mainly to the increased habitat diversity and stability downstream along watershed gradients (Meffe and Minkley 1987), with these components of the physical environment being positively associated with the variability of stream flow (Statzner et al. 1988). Lower-order streams support low diversity and less-structured assemblages due to a relatively high variability in their environment. Recolonization dynamics, temporal variation in reproductive success, and the ability to find suitable refugia during harsh conditions appear to be more important than biological interactions as determinants of community organization in such streams (e.g., Schlosser and Kallemeyn 2000).
Physical disturbance reduces the densities of populations with the result that biotic interactions may not appear as important as abiotic conditions in determining community structure (Jackson et al. 1992). Temporal heterogeneity associated with stream habitat characteristics provides an important factor influencing fish communities. The major form of environmental variability (e.g., frequency, magnitude) in stream ecosystems is fluctuation in stream flow. Changes in these characteristics alter the physical habitat of streams and rivers, thereby influencing the composition and stability of fish communities (e.g., Grossman et al. 1998), primarily due to increased mortality and a reduction in recruitment. Response of fish assemblages depends on the degree of change relative to the flow regime and how various geomorphic and ecological processes respond to this relative change (Poff and Ward 1990). Furthermore, longitudinal and lateral variation in stream discharge can lead to complex spatial and temporal dynamics of fish populations and communities (see Schlosser (1991) for examples). In higher-order streams, where the catchment area is larger and thus hydraulic variation is lower, habitat characteristics are more stable and communities are able to persist for relatively longer periods of time. Maximum diversity is likely to occur in sites where the habitat diversity is enhanced and strong interspecific interactions are mediated by intermediate environmental disturbance (Resh et al. 1988). Zalewski and Naiman (1984) proposed a conceptual model where there is a gradual shift from abiotic to biotic regulation of stream fish communities as stream order increases.

Research on associations between environmental characteristics and the distribution and abundance of fish species across space has contributed greatly to our understanding of the relative importance of local abiotic and biotic factors (or combinations of them) in determining community structure (e.g., Taylor et al. 1993), whether species–environment relationships persist over intermediate and large spatial scales (e.g., Lohr and Fausch 1997), and whether environmental variables remain associated with fish assemblages at different levels of spatial scales (low- versus high-order streams, riffles versus pools; e.g., Grossman et al. 1998).

Although we have focused on stream systems in examining the role of scale and the interplay between abiotic and biotic components, similar results are found from studies of lake fish communities. Small-scale studies incorporate more limited contrasts of environmental conditions and tend to emphasize the importance of competitive interactions and habitat partitioning (e.g., Werner 1984). In very small lakes, there is a much greater temporal variation in environmental conditions (i.e., greater variability in temperature and oxygen), but less spatial variation, than in larger lakes. This increased variability likely contributes to annual or periodic reductions in species abundances due to thermal or oxygen stress, thereby reducing the potential for competitive interactions because resources may not become limiting (Jackson et al. 1992). With larger lakes, the environmental variability is dampened through thermal inertia, and stratification provides cold-water habitat throughout the year. Larger lakes also have greater habitat diversity and generally greater species richness (Magnuson 1976). This parallels the species addition effect found in streams. Studies incorporating multiple lakes tend to include lakes differing in size, thereby having systems exhibiting different degrees of environmental variability. This range in variability over time and space emphasizes the importance of abiotic factors in structuring lake communities at large scales, in contrast with small-scale comparisons emphasizing competitive interactions (Fig. 2). In contrast with competition being most evident in small-scale studies, both large- and small-scale studies identify predation effects, thereby indicating its importance in structuring fish communities within and across scales.

**Spatial dynamics**

Although the role of space in habitat heterogeneity is widely recognized, the importance attributed to spatial aspects in population and community dynamics has increased recently (Hanski 1999 and references therein). Many of these terrestrial and theoretical studies show the importance of spatially structured populations (e.g., metapopulations) in the maintenance of species diversity and community composition. The movement of individuals between habitats can reduce the rates of local extinction as well as permit recolonization following local extinctions. The rates of interpatch movement have important implications ranging from population genetics to community composition. To date, there has been limited recognition of the role of spatial isolation and metapopulation dynamics within aquatic systems. Some early studies identified the similarity of lakes (Barbour and Brown 1974) and rivers (Eadie et al. 1986) to islands or insular habitats. A few studies have attempted to quantify the degree to which lakes are isolated from one another (e.g., Magnuson et al. 1998) based on measures of the connections between lakes. The degree of habitat insularity in streams and lakes depends on a number of natural and anthropogenic conditions. Seepage lakes show complete isolation from other aquatic habitats (Magnuson 1976), except during periods of extreme flooding or human stocking activities. Isolation among drainage lakes is a function of the number, length, and suitability of connecting watercourses (Olden et al. 2001). Suitability of a watercourse for fish movement depends on the number and magnitude of artificial (e.g., water regulation dams) and natural barriers (e.g., beaver dams, waterfalls), stream morphology such as the number of stream confluences, the prevalence of seasonal drying or warming of streams, and channel characteristics such as depth. Within-stream connectivity is determined by these systems factors, but the role of beaver dams has been identified as providing a temporarily varying barrier or facilitator to dispersal, both because the dams have limited life spans and because different species may benefit from the creation of standing water habitat (Snodgrass and Meffe 1998). Beaver dams and ponds are direct barriers to upstream dispersal and may provide unsuitable habitat because other species (e.g., predators) may predominate in the ponds, or alternatively, the ponds serving as “stepping stones” aid in the dispersal of species throughout a stream system. Piscivory influences the degree of isolation among habitats by imposing a risk of predation on potential dispersers. Increased density of piscivores may have conflicting effects in reducing the rate of movement by killing and (or) blocking prey as well as increasing movement by inducing prey to disperse from side pools or climb cascades to escape predators (see Gilliam and Fraser 2001).

Despite the fact that aquatic systems seem to be ideal models of habitat patches and connecting corridors, there is...
limited evidence indicating whether fish communities show metapopulation characteristics (e.g., Gotelli and Taylor 1999), and few studies document limited rates of movement of species. Hill and Grossman (1987) showed that stream fish movements were small, on the order of metres, over extended periods of time. This contrasts with other findings (D.A. Jackson, unpublished data) showing high rates of movements of some species between lakes (25% of recaptured white sucker (Catostomus commersoni) and 5% of small-mouth bass were recaptured in lakes other than where they were tagged). Given the frequency with which some shallow lakes experience lethal environmental conditions during the winter or summer, it is likely that recolonization is an essential factor in the maintenance of lake fish communities. Fish species differ in their abilities to move through these connecting waterways. Different streams vary in their characteristics, either facilitating or preventing the movements of various species (providing selective filters based on the temperature and flow characteristics of the streams). The interaction of the species and stream characteristics contributes to differences between communities, even in lakes with similar environmental conditions. Increased rates of transfer of particular species (i.e., sport fishes) between water bodies due to human activities are leading to more consistent or homogenized fish communities (Rahel 2000). Given the noted effects that many of these introduced species have as dominant littoral predators, their strong impacts on the indigenous fish community contribute to a loss of biodiversity, particularly among-lake diversity.

Spatial dynamics and habitat heterogeneity are also of concern in the maintenance of biodiversity within lakes frequented by humans. Many lakes undergoing development by humans actually have reduced habitat heterogeneity, thereby reducing the potential for habitat segregation and refuge from predation. Cottagers modify existing habitats by removing macrophytes and woody structures in favor of sandy beaches or shore with retaining walls. The net effect is the opposite of habitat fragmentation in that many of these lakes are actually experiencing habitat homogenization as the lakes become increasingly developed and lacking in spatial complexity.

**Advances and challenges in fish community ecology**

This section identifies problems that seem to be limiting our current understanding of fish community ecology and highlights those promising areas of research or areas that we believe represent priorities for future research. We chose such areas due to either technological advances or theoretical and empirical advances from other fields (e.g., terrestrial ecology) that indicate areas of promise or, alternatively, because of the potential implications of ignoring areas.

The spatial dynamics of populations and communities are an important topic that is being virtually ignored within the context of aquatic systems, in particular by resource managers. Although terrestrial and theoretical ecologists have carried out extensive work related to spatial dynamics of single species or communities (see Hanski 1999), there is limited work examining lakes (e.g., Olden et al. 2001) and streams (Schlosser and Kallemeyn 2000). Whether this reflects a general lack of interest or the associated costs of monitoring movements of fishes in aquatic systems is uncertain. Having this information would help integrate the roles of biotic and abiotic factors across varying spatial scales by determining more precisely how individual fish are using space to minimize biotic and abiotic stress. Human activities are modifying habitats in stream systems and groups of lakes to varying degrees. Changes in the connectivity due to damming or alterations to flow patterns, coupled with habitat modification, may threaten the long-term viability of existing populations and communities. We have a severely limited knowledge base from which to predict outcomes or identify risk. Spatial dynamics are important for understanding the basic ecology but also need to be recognized by resource managers. For example, typically the management of a lake sport fish population is carried out without considering that populations in nearby lakes may be directly linked and that management decisions (e.g., stocking of bass) may have direct implications for the communities in the nearby lakes. Planning for stocking programs generally assumes that there is limited, if any, exchange of individuals between systems. This current paradigm of viewing lakes and streams is outdated. It fosters mismanagement of the resources and fails to recognize the mechanisms by which introduced pathogens and exotics can quickly impact an entire regional fauna. In contrast with this “isolation” paradigm, restoration projects often assume implicitly that such movements between water bodies will occur and provide the seeds for a recovery of the community, but we do not know how realistic such assumptions may be. We need an information base about the degree of fish movement within and between lakes and streams to better understand the mechanisms necessary for the maintenance of fish communities.

The application of advancing technologies, such as radio-telemetry and stable isotope methods, is promising. Telemetry methods provide a better definition of a species’ spatial occupancy and the movements of individuals and their use of particular habitats. Telemetry can provide insight into the linkages between specific habitat features and the members of a fish community, particularly given that the use of such features may vary depending on time (day versus night or seasonally) and due to ontogenetic changes in the fishes. To date, much of our knowledge has been gained by netting or trapping of fish that integrates long periods of time. The dynamic nature of individuals and their interactions with other species is lost in such coarse levels of detail. In contrast, the real-time information obtained from telemetry approaches can provide a wealth of information about community dynamics not available previously. Determining the relative importance and timing of use of various habitat types both provides a fundamental understanding of the use these features by the various community constituents and provides managers with an improved array of methods to minimize potential impacts during development or resource exploitation. Such technology provides the basis to determine detailed information about physiological processes, small-scale environmental conditions, and larger-scale use of lakes or streams over time. Stable isotope and hard tissue chemical analysis can provide information related to the individual dates of movements between freshwater and saltwater systems, alterations to energy flow as a result of changes to adjacent
terrestrial habitats, and historical measures of ecosystem impacts due to species introductions (e.g., Vander Zanden et al. 1999). Such techniques provide sophisticated approaches to recreate historical conditions and timing of events, similar to the goals of paleolimnologists.

Another area where additional effort would be particularly valuable is extended temporal data sets. The limited nature of long-term monitoring of fish communities in lakes and streams (e.g., Long Term Ecological Research Areas (LTER)) is highly constraining. The number of sites involved and the range of communities and environmental conditions currently studied are very limited. This scarcity of long-term data sets necessitates that spatial comparisons be used to study the mechanisms regulating communities whereas temporal comparisons may provide better information for specific hypotheses. The “space-for-time” substitution is often used but may not be appropriate in some or perhaps many cases. Currently, we do not know whether the substitution is appropriate. It is these long-term programs, employing consistent sampling approaches, that provide us with an understanding of the temporal dynamics of fish communities. These studies can provide estimates on natural rates of colonization and extinction and direct linkages connecting changes in habitat and responses by species and communities. Such temporal information is critical (Lester et al. 1996) in detecting the impacts of large-scale environmental changes (e.g., acidification, climate change) as well as providing our basic ecological understanding of fish community regulation. Currently, there is considerable concern related to potential changes in abiotic conditions within streams and lakes due to climatic warming. Given that species generally have limited rates of dispersal between watersheds (unless moved by humans), major shifts in environmental conditions will likely prove adverse for fish communities, given the lack of time to compensate or disperse. However, despite these concerns, given our lack of current LTER programs, we will likely not be in a position to determine if such changes do occur unless additional programs are established and their data made widely available.

We need to develop new approaches to assess the relative importance of environmental conditions and species interactions in the structuring of fish communities. Although the organization of fish communities has been credited to a balance between abiotic factors and biotic interactions, studies usually emphasize one over the other. It is important to note that both components are not only complementary and interactive, but their effects can have similar roles in organizing communities, thereby complicating our advancement in understanding community processes. Therefore, studies including different components and using both experimental and observational approaches are necessary to disentangle biotic and abiotic effects and measure their relative magnitudes. Experimental studies usually emphasize the importance of interactions with or species-specific responses to particular abiotic variables (e.g., swimming speed) whereas field studies frequently establish the importance of abiotic variables by establishing correlations between species distribution and environmental gradients. Differences in methodological approaches to studying the roles of biotic versus abiotic structuring have limited our understanding of various issues, such as the role of disturbance in organizing fish communities and whether species that are environmental generalists are more or less sensitive to biotic interactions. Unless we develop studies to determine whether findings from a fine scale hold at larger scales (e.g., Angermeier and Winston 1998), we will be hampered in our abilities to understand the regulation of fish communities. Therefore, there is a great need for studies employing such multiscale approaches that incorporate both experimental and correlational approaches.

Fish community ecologists have not capitalized on many advances in analytical approaches from other fields (e.g., engineering, medicine). We have a large body of literature related to various fish species and whole communities and their association with various biotic and abiotic factors. However, we appear to be ignoring the opportunities that these present, and there has been little attempt to capitalize on this information base. The use of meta-analysis (e.g., see Englund et al. 1999) for a recent application) could serve to help partition out some of the factors summarized in our paper. The ability to separate the effects of various factors and their strengths has the potential to partition the relative roles of biotic, abiotic, and spatial components in shaping fish communities. With the extensive information at hand, a means of evaluating our understanding and predictive power is to determine the degree to which we can correctly identify the various members of communities based on the associated environmental conditions. Being able to correctly identify the communities at a series of sites provides an excellent test of our understanding; provided such tests are implemented correctly (e.g., using appropriate methods to test and validate our models; see Olden and Jackson 2000). Although some studies have developed predictive models based on single species or assemblage types (e.g., Magnuson et al. 1998), we should be trying to develop models that can predict whole communities. Such tests of the entire membership of communities will provide a measure of the state of our knowledge and identify where we are lacking. Advanced analytical tools commonly found in other disciplines, such as artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, and classification trees, and various multivariate approaches provide the opportunity to test our hypotheses regarding the structuring of communities and provide predictive models. In many cases, one can make strong arguments for improved and more detailed analysis of existing data to address questions, but it is often easier to convince funding agencies of the need for additional data collection rather than more extensive examination of information in hand.

Clearly, there has been no common consensus in the literature regarding the importance of various factors in determining the communities of species associated with various sites. The scale of the study interacts with the biotic and abiotic variables such that the relative importance of biotic and abiotic factors changes across spatial scales. Small streams and lakes are more variable in their abiotic environments than are larger ones. The associated extremes in the environments may affect the larger species, frequently predators, to a greater degree than the small-bodied species, often leading to their local extinction. The loss of these predatory species then contributes to a more diverse community of small-bodied species. The degree to which environmental disturbance keeps the abundances of these species well below carrying capaci-
ties likely determines whether competition becomes important in structuring the communities. Obviously, we present a generalization, as many exceptions exist to this conceptual model, and similarly, we provide a selectively limited review of the state of knowledge. We have set out to identify the progress made over the past century in understanding the factors regulating fish communities, and we hope that our paper will stimulate discussion and new ideas and contribute to formal model development in both theoretical and statistical contexts.
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